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ABSTRACT
As drug delivery systems Nanoparticulan widely investigated because of many advantages such as smaller size,
controlled drug release potentiaL targeting ability, enhancement of therapeutic efficacy and reduction of
toxicity. So, carbon nanotubes have recently received considerable attention as alternative drug delivery carrier
In this study we investigate interaction of tamoxifen with open-end of shgle-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs)
using the Gaussian 98 program. We have computed NMR shielding tensors at BILTP and HF levels by using 321G and 570-36 basis sets in the water. Our results reveal that NMR chemical shielding parameters are
strongly affected by inducing solvent media. Regarding to our plotted graph f
pp, do, , 8 in different
methods and basis sets, the largest crw values obtained for Op atom at the 11F in STO-30 whereas the smallest
one belonged to Cp. It is interestusg to note that the opposite trend have been observed for asymmetry
parameterseaL
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INTRODUCTION
The development of new and efficient drug delivery
systems is of fundamental importance to improve the
pharmacological profiles of many classes of
therapeutic molecules Many different type f drug
delivery systems arc currently available. Within the
family of nanomaterials, carbon nanotubes (CNT) have
emerged as a new alternative and efficient tool for
transporting and translocating therapeutic molecules.
CNT can be functionalised with bioactive peptides,
proteins, nucleic acids and drugs, and used to deliver
their cargos to cells and organs. Because fitnctionalised
CNT display low toxicity and arc not immunogenic,
such systems hold great potential in the field of
nanobiotechnology and nanomcdicine.
Corresponding author smollaamin@piailcom
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The structure of a SWNT can be conceptualized
by wrapping a one-atom-thick layer of graphite
called graphene into a seamless cylinder. The
way the graphenc sheet is wrapped is represented
by a pair of indices (n,m) called the chiral vector.
The integers n and m denote the number of wait
vectors along two directions in the honeycomb
crystal lattice of graphene. If rn = 0, the
nanotubes are called "zigzag". If n = in, the
nanotubes are called "armchair". Otherwise, they
are called chiral.
"
These numerous
characteristics make them very desirable in many
fields nanotechnology, electronics, optics,
architecture and the medical field. Combining
carbon nanotubes with biological systems can
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beneficial effects of menopausal estrogen
replacement therapy such as lowering of blood
cholesterol and slowing of osteoporosis. 11
The combination of SWNTs with drug important
structures, such as tamoxifen or polypepticles, is

significantly improve medical science especially
diagnostics and disease treatment. Nothing has
been fully developed and finalized yet, but we
sec progress every day. Scientists have
discovered that nanotubes, when exposed to
infrared light, tend to heat up to 160°F (70°G) in
just 120 seconds. If they are placed inside the
cancer cells, they simply destroy them. Testuffis
also showed that infrared has no effects on cell
where no nanotubes are placed. This could lead
to development of a cancer-killer.

Btie

Fig. I. The schematic diagram of Tamoxifen
structure that interacted to SWNT.
Carbon nanotubes can also be used as blood
vessels in &her to deliver drugs to their target.
When the drug delivery is done that way, the
drug dosage can be lowered. There are two
methods, both equally effective, a) the drug can
be attached to the side or behind, b) or the drug
can actually be placed inside the nanotube.
Tamoxifeu, a member of the Selective Estrogen
Receptor Mod- ulator (SERM) family(sec fig 1),
has been widely used in the treatment of estrogen
receptor ( Elk )- expressing breast cancer [2-4].
Because antitumour effects have been
predominantly observed in patients with ERPositive tumours, it is generally accepted that
the primary action of hydroxytamoxifen, its
active metabolite, is mediated through
inhibition of the ER pathway. But, it has
previously been shown that some ER-negative
cancers also respond to tamoxifen, [5.6] which
means that the molecule can be act- ye because
of an ER-independent antitumour mechanism
that has not yet been clearly identin d [7].
Tamoxifen works against the effects of
estrogen or these cells (an "anti-estrogen") slows
the growth of cancer cells and prey nts original
breast cancer from returning. I also has

particularly intriguing since it opens the darer to
novel biotechnology and nanotechnology
applications [9]. SWNTs can be bind to the
polymers and biological system such as DNA,
carbohydrates and drugs[I2]. Recently literatures
have shown that tamoxifen binds to SWNTs with
covalent and non-covalent conjugations [14-16],
but the details of these interactions have yet
many questions.
In this paper, the tamoxifen interaction with
open-end of SWNT and water effects on this
intersection have been investigated.
0'
Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy is a valuable technique for
obtaining chemical information. This is because
the spectra are very sensitive to changed in the
molecular structure. This name sensitivity makes
NMR a difficult case for molecular modeling
[10-12]. NMR spectroscopy is a powerful tool
for study the structure dynamics and interaction
of biological molecule such as protein and
nucleic acids in solution [1016].'
As we know the effect of water on proteins
plays an important role in the chemical behavior
of them and the effects span a considerable range
and are governed primarily by holvent polarity.
So in our current research, we have theoretically
studied the effects of water and gas phase on the
chemical shielding parameters of 13G, iN , eL).
1 H, nuclei involving in complex and its structural
stability.

E
COMPUTATIONAL DETAILES
In the present work, we modeled structure of
tamoxifen and coupled with SWNT by selected
atoms with chem. office package and then
optimized at the Hartree-Fock and BILYP levels
of theory with 3-210 and STO-3G basis sets.
Density Emotional theory (DFT) implemented in
Gaussian 98 [29] for the vacuum and solvent
effects which provided logical accuracy and arc
particularly suitable for the study of defects in a
wide range of materials [30]. DFT is based on a
theorem due to Hohenberg and Kohn. which
states that all ground state properties are
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functions of the total electronic charge density
p(r) (31-32].
To account for the solvent effects, the selfconsistent reaction field (SCRF) method is most
commonly used psi Hence, SCRF based on
Onsager model used to include the effects of the
solvents on tamoxifen interaction with open-end
of SWNT.
After fully optimization of tamoxifen interaction
with open-end of SWNT, we have calculated
NMR parameters using the density tractional
BILYP and HF method by Gauge Including
Atomic Orbitals (CIAO) and have been reported
in tables 1-3. For more investigation of levels
and basis sets effect, the graphs of obtained
NMR parameters versus selected atoms have
been evaluated.
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Fig. 2.Asna B are schematic diagrams of limos:Wen
initaiition with open-end of SwNT.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Many investigations have been done on
tamoxifen interaction with SWNTs whereas
interaction quality for practical area is important
In this work, we caned out theoretical study
about this interaction and explored the
interaction between tamoxifen with open-end of
SWNT (Fig.2) to develop practical application of
tamoxifen interaction with SWNTs.
In Fig.I the interaction between tamoxifen
atoms has been displayed with open-end of
SWNT atoms. To demonstrate of this application
of this interaction, the calculated physical
properties have been investigated in vacuum and
solvents which are important in molecular
rrope
oxygen,
c ies]lccrdin
carbon
!
and
tofilherogea
hytg n 5:nsol

tamoxifen interacted to carbon atoms of SWNT,
under influence of circularly interaction a dense
region created in interaction site We have
investigated the structural and electrical reasons
for this fact.
In table 1-3, chemical shift anisotropy
asymmetry (ro , isotropy (a iso) , anisotropy (a
aniso), and dm and chemical shill tensor ( 5) are
i
observed for '3C. 514, 170, L H nuclei in
interaction site of tamoxifen interacted with
SWNTs with respect to HF and B! [VP levels of
theory and 3-2I6 and STO-30 basis sets. The
diagram of NMR parameter has been drawn at
the levels in different basis sets for atoms of
tamoxifen interacted with SWNTs (Fig.2).
As expected. the NMR shielding tensors of
'3 C
70, I II nuclei are drastically affected
by what it is bonded to and the type of bond to its
neighbor. Our obtained results yielded strong
evidence that intermolecular effects such as
tamoxifen interaction with open-end of SWNT
Flay very important role in determining the 13C,
II -NMR chemical shielding tensors
of active site of tamoxifen.
For 043 atom which interacted with SWNTs.
the wisp component showed the largest
intennokeular effects and it shows positive
shielding values at the HF in STO-3G basis set
whereas the smallest ri belongs to it at the HF in
STO-30 basis set After 043, Nis shows positive
shielding values at the HF in ST0-30 basis set
and the smallest belongs to it at the
in 3210 basis set.
Fig. 3 b. shows that, at three methods a aniso
value of c39 increased.
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Tahiti. NN1R parameters (ppm of C ,N,O, H nuclei involving In active site tamoxifen interacted with open-end
of SWNT, in water at the level of RIII/STO-3G theory
Atom

4 ito

a raise

An

i

8

C27

167.7629

65.2363

-71.963

-0.78812

4t&142

£34

81.4765

185.2129

185.1129

0.561389

123.4752

/438

2761111

7.5775

-11 5334

-031401

7.689

C39

551370

134.6094

-221.7233

021421

147.8155

C42

192.3122

67.6476

67.6476

0.211635

45.0984

043

373.2649

78.0386

-88.36205

-0.76634

58.908

C44

180.1912

70.0900

70.09005

0.355709

46.7267

1150

30.7114

195187

12.5187

0 139375

8.3458

H54

29.1089

57506

-7.79395

.0.47566

5.1959

i

Table 2. NMR parameters (ppm) oft ,N,O. H nuclei in olving in act' e site tam xifen interaction with openmad of SWSZI in water at the 1 vels of RHF1 -210 theory
Atom

a ho

a Nebo

An

8

07

93.1051

254.2409

-333.808

-052328

222.5387

C30

28.2099

197.8119

197.812

0.251894

131.8747

N38

236.9963

22.6763

-24.4018

-0.85857

16 2679

C39

214.0322

194 4644

194.4644

0.741971

129 643

C42

173 2326

53.5668

53.5664

0 115342

35.7112

043

304 9508

64.2407

-84 7266

-0.51642

56.4844 .

C44

146.5885

67 4331

67.43315

0.430456

44.9554

1150

30.1777

12.4295

1142955

0159691

8.2864 2

1154

27.9090

8.7129

-14 3769

-0.21207

9.5846

H nuclei involving in act. ve site Wive ifen in
Table 3. NAIR parameters (ppm) of C,
end of SWNT in water at the level of 13 LYP/3-210 theory in CIAO meth
Atom

abs

e win

An

II

027

73.9707

158.5845

-192.868

.0.64449

118.5788

034

71.1281

150 9085

-190.996

0.580228

127.3306

N38

201.11071

19.8262

-36 1905

-0.09565

24.127

£39

193.0047

3314962

293.0327

0.134673

195.3552

C42

148.4710

75.3014

75 30145

0 150497

50.201

043

2497010

72.6701

-83.7014

-073641

55 8009

044

12.1.3629

807539

8075395

0.417184

53.836

H50

28.7609

8.7130

-3.14935

0 896331

6.1262.

H54

141619

7.9377

7.93765

41.79759

5 2918
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Fig. 3. The graphs of a) isotropic shielding values (Mao), b) anisotropic shicldi g value(aaniso), c) indirect
shielding (Aa), M) chemical shift terrace (8), e) asymmetry parameters(h) , of p noose atoms of active site
tamoxifen interaction laith open-end of SWNT , in water at the levels of HF/STO 36, HF/3-2I6 and 8 I L YP/3210 theories in GLAO method.
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CONCLUSION
The results reponed in this paper indicates that it
is possible to measure NMR tensors of various
nuclei involving in biological compounds in the
presence water theoretically. As expected, the
NMR shielding tensors of 11C, 15N , 170 H
nuclei are drastically affected by what it is
bonded to and the type of bond to its neighbor.
we have showed the interaction between
tamoxifen and SWNT to increased the practical
applications of tamoxifen/SWNI system.
tamoxifen interacts with open-end of SWNT
circularly. According to the results, in interaction
place there is a optimum level of shielding
values. Dense region that created in interaction
place has effective role on tamoxifen/SWNT
system. Our results from DFT calculations show
that the dense region has unique eleetheal and
structural nature .Therefore it can be seen this

1 I:

r

type of interaction with unique properties which
is effective on practical applications of
tamoxifen/SWNT system like drug delivery.
In conclusion, we have shown that theoretical
calculations can be used to successfully solve
chemical and physical problems. In similarly
with experimental methods, they involve
assumptions and interpretation, and they have
their limitations, but there are many problems
that are ben studied by theory. Thus, theoretical
methods have become a competitive alternative
to experiments for chemical and physical
investigations.
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